Lipid-specific fluorescent probes in studies of biological membranes.
Lipid-specific fluorescent probes are natural lipids carrying an apolar fluorophore in one of the hydrocarbon chains. Since such probes retain the head groups and resemble the molecular shape of native membrane lipids, they largely mimic the behaviour of their natural prototypes in biological membranes. Information provided by the lipid-specific probes is more differentiated and easier to interpret than that obtained from non-lipid probes. The principles of design of lipid-specific probes are formulated and the relative advantages and disadvantages of various fluorophores are discussed. In order to reduce ambiguities caused by perturbation of the probe environment, it is proposed to use, in a comparative manner, two or more lipid-specific probes resembling each other in all aspects except the polar head groups (the 'two probes' concept). Two types of fluorophores, the anthrylvinyl group and the perylenoyl group, were found to be well suited for the synthesis of lipid-specific probes. Use of both types of probes 'in tandem' opens new possibilities for studying lipid-protein and lipid-lipid interactions in biological membranes. The anthrylvinyl- and perylenoyl-labeled lipids were applied in studies of serum lipoproteins and erythrocyte membranes. A new highly sensitive ligand-receptor binding assay and a new approach to biological signal amplifying based on the use of lipid-specific probes are described.